Reporting comments on articles and other research items

How do I report irrelevant or inappropriate feedback?

You can help us make sure that publication feedback remains high quality by reporting anything that falls into a category we have identified as being inappropriate in our Community Guidelines. It’s important that you follow the exact steps we describe below so that we have all the information we need to find it on the site.

Here’s how you report a comment if you’re a ResearchGate member:

1. Find the comment you want to report
2. Click on
   at the top right-hand side of the comment
3. Select Report
4. On the following screen, enter the reason you’re reporting the comment
5. Click Report to confirm.

Please note: If you’re not a member, please report inappropriate comments or replies by getting in touch with RG Community Support. Please be sure to include a hyperlink to the page where the content appears on ResearchGate, as well as a screenshot of the exact comment or reply you’re reporting. This gives us the information we need to find it on the site. Also, please include your reason for reporting.

To report a reply to a comment:

1. Find the reply you want to report
2. Hover your cursor over the reply
3. Click Report underneath the text of the reply
4. On the following screen, enter the reason you’re reporting the comment
5. Click Report to confirm.